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 7 
Abstract 8 
This paper discusses strengths and weaknesses of 4D seismic interpretation as a technique for 9 
monitoring carbon dioxide that was injected as part of a large scale test associated with 10 
commercial enhanced oil recovery (EOR) at Cranfield Field, Mississippi, USA. The goals of the 11 
monitoring effort are 1) to make measurements to verify that the CO2 is contained in the 12 
reservoir according to operational designs and model predictions, and 2) that if there are 13 
deviations, to provide data which can be used to update the earth models and determine if any 14 
mitigation is needed. The current work uses a compositional numerical simulation to model CO2 15 
flow in the reservoir and compares the results with estimates of changes in seismic properties 16 
between a pre-injection and a survey after more than 2 million metric tons injected. The 17 
complicated physics of the problem in Cranfield field present challenges to seismic 18 
interpretations. Our results show partial agreement between the results of the numerical 19 
simulation and the seismic interpretations. Possible causes of discrepancies among the fluid flow 20 
model and multiple   interpretations of the same seismic data sets performed with different work 21 
flows illuminates the types of uncertainties that should be considered to achieve the goals of 22 
monitoring.   23 
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1. Introduction 26 
An important aspect of underground CO2 injection, as an enhanced oil recovery method or as 27 
part of carbon capture and storage, is to monitor and track the movement of the carbon dioxide. 28 
This will help in maintaining a more effective sweep during EOR operation or improved effective 29 
storage during CO2 sequestration. An increasing amount of time-lapse surface seismic work is 30 
being used for CO2 injection monitoring. Arts et al. (2004) presented the results of seismic 31 
interpretations to monitor CO2 injection into a saline aquifer at the Sleipner site. Their pioneering 32 
work was one of the first to use repeated time-lapse seismic surveys to monitor a large CO2 33 
injection and storage operation. Several subsequent seismic monitoring efforts have been 34 
conducted, such as those at the Weyburn (Davis et al., 2003), Otway (Urosevic et al., 2011), and 35 
Ketzin (Ivanova et al., 2012) reservoirs. 36 
Alfi and Hosseini (2016) analyzed CO2 injection into the Lower Tuscaloosa Formation of Cranfield 37 
field by comparing the results of a black oil numerical simulation of CO2 movement with several 38 
seismic interpretations (Carter, 2014; Ditkof et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014). Their analyses 39 
showed that the flow simulation results and the seismic interpretations agree in some locations 40 
while diverging in others. In this paper, we will investigate the possible reasons for the observed 41 
discrepancies. Seismic technology provides a key advantage in monitoring CO2 injection sites by 42 
covering a large acreage in a single survey. However, the application of 4D seismic for CO2 plume 43 
tracking has always been hampered by several different factors (Gendrin et al., 2013; Ivanova et 44 
al., 2012; Roach et al., 2016). One challenge is the depth of the formation of interest. Generally, 45 
the deeper the reservoir, the harder it becomes to detect the induced changes in seismic signals 46 
because of CO2 injection. Formation geology and rock properties, e.g. high rock stiffness, are 47 
additional factors that can negatively affect the reliability of seismic interpretations. The 48 
sensitivity of seismic surveys to changes in acoustic impedance make them highly sensitive in 49 
some, but not all geological contexts. Such effects can be magnified in environments with higher 50 
noise levels (e.g. onshore fields). Formation heterogeneity is another factor that influence our 51 
seismic interpretations. Regions with low porosity rocks, the presence of low-density layers (e.g. 52 
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coal) in the overburden, or non-homogeneous mixing of CO2 with the formation fluid leading to 53 
the formation of patches, are examples of the effect of heterogeneity. Properties of the reservoir 54 
pore fluids prior to CO2 injection and the presence of residual gas or a low-density oil phase in 55 
the reservoir provides another challenge for seismic monitoring of CO2 injection, as will be 56 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. In addition, thickness of the accumulated 57 
carbon dioxide itself can impact the interpretation results. Thin plumes, below about one quarter 58 
of a wavelength, will not be detected in seismic survey. 59 
Alfi and Hosseini (2016) modeled the CO2 injection process using a black oil simulator (CMG-60 
IMEX). Such an approach is effective specifically for large models with a significant number of 61 
grid blocks as it reduces the computational cost. On the other hand, black oil simulators come 62 
with the cost of not accurately modeling the miscibility of the CO2 and reservoir fluids (oil and 63 
brine). Hence, in the current paper, we have improved the model by using a compositional 64 
simulator (CMG-GEM), which allows us to account for the CO2 miscibility in oil and brine. 65 
Compositional models are better suited to deal with interaction between the various chemical 66 
components in the system, such as gas exsolution and dissolution. Accurate modeling of the 67 
distribution of gas is of a particular interest in this study and will be discussed in greater detail 68 
later in this paper.  69 
In addition, in this study a new set of seismic interpretations were performed and compared to 70 
the interpretations by Carter (2014) and Ditkof et al. (2011) . Such a comparison helps us to 71 
understand how various processing and workflow choices impact seismic interpretations. 72 
This paper begins with a descriptive explanation of the reservoir static and dynamic model. Oil, 73 
gas, and water production data are history matched and the model is tuned accordingly. 74 
Moreover, we explain how seismic data were prepared and interpreted. Seismic interpretations 75 
(from this paper and previous works) are then compared with dynamic simulation results, 76 
following a critical discussion on the role of different reservoir related factors on seismic data 77 
interpretation. 78 
1. Numerical model description 79 
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In this study, we use data collected from the Cranfield site to history match fluid flow simulations. 80 
The Cranfield field is located in Adams and Franklin Counties, Mississippi, east of the town of 81 
Natchez. The original productive area of the reservoir was estimated to be 31.3 km2 with a 82 
producing depth range of 3060 to 3193 m (Weaver and Anderson, 1966). An active aquifer 83 
downdip of the reservoir provides a constant pressure boundary. The initial reservoir 84 
temperature was reported to be 125°C with an initial reservoir pressure of 32.4 MPa at 3040 m. 85 
A central graben-bounding sealing fault, down dropped to the west, divides the productive zone 86 
into two reservoirs, and creates a trap on the east side (the dashed NW-SE line in Figure 1a). 87 
More details about reservoir specifications, production history, simulation projects, and 88 
monitoring efforts can be found in other publications (Alfi and Hosseini, 2016; Alfi et al., 2015; 89 
Choi et al., 2011; Hosseini et al., 2013; Hovorka et al., 2013; Weaver and Anderson, 1966). The 90 
current work focuses on the northeastern part of the reservoir, assuming a negligible fluid 91 
movement between this part and the rest of the reservoir, as the small contact area and balanced 92 
field development plan minimizes such flow. This approach has substantially decreased the 93 
number of active grid blocks in the system, in order to reduce the computational cost because 94 
compositional models increase the computational burden due the higher number of components 95 
in the system. A Cartesian model with 124 ×149×20 (X×Y×Z) grid cells is used to model a total 96 
reservoir area of 7.5 km by 9.1 km with a total reservoir thickness of 24.4 m. Total number of grid 97 
blocks is 369,520, out of which 82,559 grid blocks located at the northeastern part of the 98 
reservoir are considered to be active (Figure 1b). All grid blocks have a uniform dimension of 99 
61×61×1.2 m. The simulation model is isothermal and does not account for the possible reactions 100 
between minerals, injected and in situ fluids. 101 
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a) Cranfield site b) Simulation gridding 
Figure 1-a) Structural contour map of Cranfield. The black dashed line represents the sealing 
fault that separates the northeastern section of the reservoir from the rest. b) Reservoir 
simulation model to simulate the CO2 injection process. Simulation effort focuses on the 
northeastern side of the reservoir so the rest of model is inactivated to reduce the 
computational load. Color indicates depth, showing the structural trap formed against the 
fault. 
 102 
Black oil models, although very efficient in less complicated cases, fail to address 103 
thermodynamics of CO2/hydrocarbon interactions that are necessary to correctly simulate 104 
miscible processes at work at Cranfield. In this study, we employ the computer modeling group’s 105 
(CMG) compositional simulator (GEM), an advanced general equation of state compositional 106 
simulator, designed for various complicated fluid flow problems including CO2 miscible flood. The 107 
simulator was set up to model three fluid phases including water, oil, and gas. 108 
The Peng Robinson equation of state (Peng and Robinson, 1976) is used in this study to model 109 
reservoir fluid properties. Our fluid model is composed of seven different components including 110 
CO2. The thermodynamics model and component properties were tuned based on the fluid data 111 
published by Weaver and Anderson (1966). The data used for this purpose included bubble point 112 
pressure, solution gas-oil-ratio, formation volume factor, oil and gas viscosities. The CO2/brine 113 
solubility in the current model is accounted for by using the Henry’s constant. The experimental 114 
Inactive region
Active blocks
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data from Duan and Sun (2003) are used to find the appropriate solubility parameters. Relative 115 
permeability curves are generated from the data published by Weaver and Anderson (1966). 116 
Keeping the residual values intact from the original relative permeability models, the relative 117 
permeability values at the endpoints were slightly modified to match the field production data. 118 
The slight modification of the relative permeability data (Figure 2) shows a agreement between 119 
the relative permeability set used in this study and the originally published data by Weaver and 120 
Anderson (1966).  121 
  
a) Water-oil relative permeability b) Oil-gas relative permeability 
Figure 2-Relative permeability curves used in the current study are slightly modified from the 
original Weaver and Anderson (1966) values to match the oil, gas, and water production data 
during the CO2 injection period. The new permeability sets are still in a good agreement with 
the original experiments. 
 
The original permeability and porosity model is from Hosseini et al. (2013). They used a purely 122 
mechanistic approach to recognize eight different facies (flow zones) in the reservoir based upon 123 
combined permeability and porosity data sets. Each flow zone is given a porosity and 124 
permeability, which is constant for the entire zone. These flow zones are categorized under two 125 
main groups of low permeability (shale) and high permeability (sand) zones. High permeability 126 
channels in the lower Tuscaloosa Formation at Cranfield have been mapped and confirmed by 127 
various fluid-flow responses (Lu et al., 2013; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2015).  However, the 128 
geometry of high permeability channels throughout the field presented by Hosseini et al. (2013) 129 
is based on probabilistic extrapolation of the available data. In this study, the permeability 130 
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contrast between the sand and shale facies and the presence of high permeability flow paths was 131 
examined as a history matching parameter to fit the observed field data. Table 1 provides some 132 
of the more important reservoir properties used in this work.  133 
 134 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Kh/Kv (permeability anisotropy) 0.05 Permeability range 0.016 – 4422 mD 
Brine salinity 150,000 ppm Porosity range 0.0002 – 0.45  
Initial bubble point pressure 31.7 MPa Irreducible water saturation 0.45 
Original water oil contact depth 3064 m Critical gas saturation 0.01 
Original gas oil contact depth 3008 m Aquifer model Carter and Tracy (1960) 
Table 1—Reservoir related parameters used in numerical modeling of Cranfield 135 
2. History matching and reservoir performance 136 
The first oil producing well from Cranfield was drilled in 1944. Since then, a productive area of 137 
about 7,750 acres was defined by 93 producing wells. The oil wells were drilled based on a 40-138 
acres spacing while the spacing for the gas wells were 320 acres. The reservoir consists of an oil 139 
ring overlain by a large central  gas cap (Weaver and Anderson, 1966). A cycling and condensate 140 
extraction plant was used to reinject the produced methane from Tuscaloosa and Paluxy 141 
reservoirs back into the gas cap. By 1951, the injected gas had broken through to many of the oil 142 
zone wells. The gas cycling continued until 1960 with dry gas sweeping the gas cap and the oil 143 
zone. Although the gas injection was intended to avoid, or slow down, the pressure depletion in 144 
the reservoir, reservoir pressure gradually fell below 27.6 MPa (4000 psi) causing water to 145 
encroach into the oil zone with increasing production. By the beginning of 1960, most of the wells 146 
had either a 100% water cut or a GOR greater than 100,000 scf/STB with an average field water 147 
cut equal to 88% and GOR equal to 85,000 scf/STB. The sale of gas cap methane and condensate 148 
started at that point. At the same time, water was produced in high volumes to prevent the 149 
aquifer from pushing the remaining oil into the gas cap. Gas injection stopped in 1964 when the 150 
project was near its economic limit. Production from the field was halted in 1966 and the 151 
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reservoir was abandoned. Over the next several decades, a strong water drive restored pressure 152 
to near-initial levels.  153 
Figure 3 shows the modeled oil and gas saturation in the abandoned reservoir after four decades 154 
of recovery, just before the initial seismic survey was conducted in 2007. According to the model, 155 
residual gas migrated toward the top of the structure and accumulated in a structural trap east 156 
of the sealing fault. The modeled residual oil saturations is as high as 0.35 is in the oil rim. As 157 
explained later, the presence of oil and gas with compressibilities larger than brine, can influence 158 
the sensitivity of seismic signals as CO2 is injected. Therefore, it is important to quantify the 159 
amounts of residual oil and gas before conducting the seismic survey.  No log or core-based 160 
measurements of hydrocarbon saturations from this pre-injection interval are available. 161 
  
a) Gas saturation distribution at the time of 
baseline seismic survey. 
b) Oil saturation distribution at the time of 
baseline seismic survey. 
Figure 3- Modeled oil and gas saturation in the reservoir at the time of the first seismic survey in 2007.  
 
In 2008, CO2-based enhanced oil recovery (EOR) was initiated by Denbury Onshore, LLC to sweep 162 
the bypassed residual oil. Between 2008 and 2015, more than half of the oil ring (Figure 1a) was 163 
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accessed using an irregular five-spot injection pattern with continuous CO2 injection.  Unlike 164 
many enhanced oil recovery efforts, there was no accompanying water injection at Cranfield. 165 
Initial patterns began in the northern part of the field and continued clockwise around the oil 166 
ring as the field was developed. CO2 injection in the northeastern part of the reservoir 167 
commenced on July 2008 and continued until October 2012. Data gathered over 4 years of CO2-168 
EOR were used to calibrate the numerical model for a more reliable forecast of reservoir 169 
response. A total of 22 wells were considered for simulation of the northeast segment of the 170 
reservoir, 12 injection wells and 10 production wells. Injection wells were modeled based upon 171 
the injected CO2 volumes available at each well location. To account for the amount of CO2 172 
entering the study area, a well located at the edges of the area of interest was modeled with half 173 
of the actual injection rate.  The other half is assumed to enter that part of the reservoir that is 174 
not included in the model. Oil, water and gas productions rates were also available for all the 175 
producing wells during the simulation period. Monthly oil production rates were used as the 176 
operational constraint for the production wells. Cumulative production was calculated based on 177 
the fluid produced after July 2008. The history matching process in this section was based on 178 
observing/matching reservoir response by tuning the relative permeability data, adjusting the 179 
geological model to account for the high permeability zones, and altering the permeability 180 
contrast in high permeability channels in the reservoir. As discussed above, the presence of high 181 
permeability channels in the Tuscaloosa injection zone has been noted by other authors. 182 
Analyzing the breakthrough times (the time it takes for CO2 to reach the production wells) 183 
confirms the presence of high permeability channels because CO2 reaches some of the producing 184 
wells in a relatively short time after the start of injection, despite the spacing between the 185 
injection and production wells.   186 
Figure 4 compares the cumulative oil, gas, and water production from the simulation and field 187 
data. The results show a reasonably good agreement between the field and simulation data, 188 
which accounts for the reliability of the numerical model to perform further analyses.  189 
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Figure 4-History matching results of 4 years’ worth of production data shows an agreement 
between the field production data and simulation results.  
 
 
As a way to verify the reliability of the simulation results, Figure 5 compares the CO2 190 
breakthrough times of the simulation with that of the field data. As we can see, the model is able 191 
to predict the CO2 migration though the reservoir with an acceptable accuracy. This is significant 192 
because it implies that the modeled thickness and saturation between the wells are reasonable. 193 
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Figure 5-Breakthrough times for the producing wells show a good agreement between the 
simulation results and field data (x-axis shows the breakthrough times from simulation and y-
axis shows that of real field data).  
 
 
Next, we consider the CO2 distribution after four years of CO2 injection into the field. Figure 6 195 
shows the average CO2 saturation in the northeastern part of the reservoir at October 2012, the 196 
saturation of each plotted grid is averaged over the multiple vertical grids at that location. As is 197 
evident from the figure, carbon dioxide accumulates around the injection wells. CO2 is also 198 
observed to migrate laterally and vertically below the former oil-water contact from the eastern 199 
and northern margins of the reservoir. New CO2 injectors drilled near or below the oil water 200 
contact to assure that the base of the oil column was swept and to inject high volumes to support 201 
the SECARB project goals. High permeability in the lower Tuscaloosa channel facies also allowed 202 
migration below the oil-water contact as observed by (Lu et al., 2013). Looking at the average 203 
reservoir pressure from the simulation results ([Figure 7, Choi et al. (2011)), one notes that 204 
reservoir pressures rise as high as 37 MPa due to CO2 injection. Such a high pressure in the 205 
reservoir can direct CO2 into the lower pressure edges of the reservoir where the aquifer pressure 206 
is around 32 MPa, resulting in CO2 migration off the structure. 207 
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Figure 6-Modeled CO2 saturation distribution map at October 2012 shows CO2 accumulated 
around the injection wells (black dots with arrows). CO2 saturations of each grid cell is averaged 
over the local thickness of the zone. Water-oil contact illustrated by dash line. 
 208 
 
[Figure 7-Reservoir pressure increases after CO2 injection commences at 2008, providing a 
driving force to move CO2 below the original oil-water contact.  
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2. Seismic data interpretations 209 
The changes in fluid saturations due to the injection and production operations at the Cranfield 210 
site lead to seismic velocity variations within the reservoir.  Such changes can induce temporal 211 
differences in the amplitude of reflections from the top of the reservoir and within the reservoir 212 
itself.  In addition, the velocity changes may induce time shifts in reflections within and below 213 
the reservoir.  Such time shifts will lead to apparent amplitude changes as one set of reflections 214 
is offset in time from the other. In an effort to image seismic velocity variations associated with 215 
the injection of more than 2 million tons of CO2, two seismic surveys were collected, the base 216 
survey in 2007 before the start of injection and a follow-up survey in 2010.  The two surveys were 217 
processed by the commercial contractor Geotrace following identical workflows.  The changes in 218 
the seismic response between the two surveys have been analyzed previously by Zhang et al. 219 
(2013, 2012), Ditkof (2013), and Carter (2014). The pattern of amplitude changes is complicated 220 
and there is an imperfect correlation between areas where CO2  was injected and locations of 221 
seismic amplitude changes. This shows a limitation in using the 4-D seismic to assess the 222 
distribution of CO2 as well as using it to validate the fluid flow model. 223 
Because the seismic amplitude response depends upon both the changes in the reflection 224 
coefficients and velocity-induced time-shifts of the peaks and troughs of the seismic traces, it 225 
may not have a simple relationship to velocity changes in the reservoir.  As an alternative, we use 226 
the simpler method of interpreting the time shifts in the seismic traces. Ignoring any stress and 227 
strain changes in the reservoir amplitude changes should be directly related to velocity changes.  228 
To this end, we examined the time shifts between traces of the two seismic cubes produced by 229 
Geotrace. This approach is somewhat similar to the work of Ditkof (2013) but the implementation 230 
is significantly different.  In particular, Ditkof (2013) used two large time windows from 0.35 to 231 
1.80 s above the reservoir and 2.50 to 3.20 s below the reservoir. The lower time window is 232 
substantially below the reservoir and is likely to be influenced by a number of factors related to 233 
the seismic processing. Any time shift due to velocity changes in the reservoir should begin just 234 
below the reservoir and extend to a large distance below it. In an effort to isolate the time shift 235 
due to velocity changes within the reservoir, we line up traces using a time window of 0.20 s, 236 
extending upward from the top of the reservoir (Figure 8). The segments of the two traces are 237 
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aligned by cross-correlating them to produce a cross-spectrum (Figure 9). To obtain sub-sample 238 
precision we fit a quadratic polynomial function to the five points surrounding the peak of the 239 
cross-spectrum. Such local approximations are often used in determining minima and maxima, 240 
as quadratics are the lowest degree polynomials that can represent a single extremum.  A linear 241 
form cannot represent a peak or a trough and a higher-order polynomial would introduce 242 
additional extrema. The time delay associated with the peak of the quadratic is used as the time 243 
shift.  Once the traces are aligned in the window above the reservoir, the shift is applied to the 244 
segments of the traces in the window below the reservoir.  Then, the relative shift is computed 245 
for these corrected traces using the cross-spectrum and the quadratic fitting technique.   246 
 
Figure 8- Two traces from the baseline (2007) and follow-up (2010) seismic surveys. The top 
and bottom of the reservoir are indicated by the horizontal lines. 
 247 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 9-a) Cross-spectrum of the segment of the two traces for the window above the 
reservoir. The magnitude of the cross-correlation is plotted as a function of the shift. b) 
Quadratic fit (filled squares) to the five points surrounding the peak. 
 251 
The approach was applied to every location for which there were traces for both the 2007 and 252 
2010 surveys.  Figure 10a shows the time shifts for the northeastern side of the reservoir. The 253 
regions with greater time shifts indicate areas where there has been larger changes in acoustic 254 
Observed
Quadratic fit
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properties, primarily because CO2 has replaced the reservoir fluid (either oil or brine). On the 255 
right side of Figure 10b we show the simulated CO2 saturation at the time of the second seismic 256 
shoot (2010). The black circles in Figure 10b provide the locations of injection wells. Larger radii 257 
indicate more CO2 injection. Field development and CO2 injection commenced from the northern 258 
part of the study area, so more CO2 has accumulated in those regions (larger circles). Comparing 259 
the history-matched simulation results with that of the seismic interpretations, one can claim 260 
that the seismic data provides a reasonable estimate of the CO2 plume and its areal extent. In 261 
fact, the agreement suggests that time-lapse seismic surveys may be used to monitor subsurface 262 
CO2 injection, provided that the actual physical characteristics of the site does not limit the 263 
applicability of seismic methods, and data acquisition and interpretation methods are optimized 264 
with respect to the problem specifications.  265 
The time-lapse seismic map (Figure 10a) shows larger increases in time shifts in regions where 266 
higher amounts of CO2 have been injected (Region A in the map). In fact, the greater the volume 267 
on injected CO2 injection, the more pronounced the variation of the acoustic properties should 268 
be. According to Figure 10b, the amount of CO2 injected in this region is less than the average 269 
amount in Region A. Hence, fluid properties in this region do not change as much as in Region A, 270 
resulting in a lighter alteration in acoustic properties in this region. As a result, although the time-271 
lapse maps show a slight alteration of the acoustic properties in this particular region, the 272 
variations are not as intensified as Region A. It is important to add that there have been different 273 
interpretations of the same seismic data from Cranfield (Alfi and Hosseini, 2016). The main 274 
difference between the current interpretation and the ones done by other authors is that the 275 
previous interpretations appear to underestimate the changes in the region around the sealing 276 
fault (Region B). In other words, although the volume of injected CO2 in Region B is less than the 277 
volume injected into Region A, the current seismic interpretations reveal a detectable change in 278 
seismic responses from Region B. It worth to mention that the previous efforts failed to identify 279 
any significant changes occurring in Region B. The next section discusses some of the possible 280 
reasons for a weak signal in the structural trap east of the fault (Region B).  281 
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a) Time shift map after CO2 injection 
(seismic data) 
b) Modeled average CO2 saturation 
map (simulation) over local 
thickness. 
Figure 10-Seismic time shifts compared to the simulated CO2 saturation distribution (both 
maps show the study area on September 2010). Time shifts are more pronounced in regions 
with a higher CO2 saturation. The simulated saturations are averaged over the local thickness 
of the reservoir. The circles show the location of wells where the larger circles indicate higher 
amount of injected CO2.  
3. The curious case of Cranfield 282 
In this section, we provide a heuristic discussion of the Cranfield case, beyond the simple 283 
observation that areas with higher volumes of injected CO2 should be detected in the seismic 284 
surveys. A Weaker seismic time-lapse signal in Region B is not only attributed to less total injected 285 
CO2 in that region, but also to the actual physics of the problem. Factors that we consider here 286 
include zone thickness and pre-injection fluid composition. In cases where the injection zone is 287 
thin, lower resolution seismic surveys may not be able to detect the changes properly and any 288 
possible signal change will be diluted by intact overlying/underlying layers with no injected CO2. 289 
In other words, a signal from the thin CO2 invaded zone will be mixed with the weaker response 290 
of the nearby layers and the composite signal does not represent the actual change in elastic 291 
Region B
Region A Region A
Region B
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properties of the porous media induced by CO2 injection. For the case of Cranfield, the thickness 292 
of the CO2 plume is somewhat uncertain because of non –ideal sweep efficiency at this early 293 
stage of injection in the heterogeneous reservoir. However, the operator placed several injection 294 
wells within the structural trap produced by the sealing fault, in expectation of a thick oil column 295 
target below a small gas cap (Figure 3). Figure 11 shows the productive thickness of the oil zone 296 
in Basal Tuscaloosa Sand, Cranfield unit. As we can see, the reservoir thickness in Region B, where 297 
seismic signals were relatively weaker is comparable to that of the rest of the oil zone. 298 
 
Figure 11-The productive zone thickness map of the study area (denoted by dashed polygon) 
shows the pay zone in the area of interest, located close to the sealing fault, which has a 
relatively high thickness compared to the other regions of the oil zone (contour map 
regenerated after Weaver and Anderson (1966)). 
 
Seismic signals may also be influenced by the presence of gas, specifically methane, in the 299 
formation. It is informative to consider the gas saturation distribution prior to the first seismic 300 
survey at 2007 (Figure 3a). Given the prior production history, the most effective way to evaluate 301 
this is through a compositional reservoir simulation. According to the map of modeled gas 302 
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saturations, the gas that has evolved in the reservoir during the primary production period (1944-303 
1964) will move up-dip towards the center of the reservoir and will accumulate near the trap to 304 
the east of the sealing fault. The presence of even small gas concentrations during the first 305 
seismic survey can cause masking effects in which the alteration in acoustic properties of the 306 
reservoir are not large enough to be detectable during the repeat seismic survey, particularly for 307 
a case with a relatively high noise ratio.    308 
To understand the reasoning behind such behavior, we turn to rock physics modeling and fluid 309 
substitution theory (Mavko et al. 2009). Fluid substitution uses seismic velocities in rocks 310 
saturated with one fluid to predict cases where the rock is saturated with a second fluid (here 311 
CO2), or equivalently predicting saturated rock acoustic velocities from that of dry rocks.  Fluid 312 
substitution provides the interpreter with a tool for modeling and quantifying the different fluid 313 
replacement scenarios, which might give rise to the observed amplitude and travel time variation 314 
in the time-lapse responses.  The most commonly used approach for fluid substitution 315 
calculations is the low-frequency approach known as Gassmann’s fluid substitution (Gassmann 316 
1951). To model the changes from substituting one fluid with another we should first remove the 317 
effects of the initial fluid and replace it with the new fluid. Gassmann’s primary equation 318 
correlates the saturated bulk modulus of the rock to its porosity and the bulk moduli of the 319 
porous rock frame, mineral matrix, and the pore filling fluids (Smith et al., 2003): 320 
𝐾"#$ = 𝐾∗ + (1 − 𝐾∗𝐾+,-𝜙𝐾/0 + 1 − 𝜙𝐾+ − 𝐾∗𝐾+- (1) 
 321 
where 𝐾"#$ represents the bulk modulus of the porous media saturated with the fluid of interest, 322 𝐾∗ is the bulk modulus of the porous rock frame (with no fluid inside the pores), 𝐾+ is the bulk 323 
modulus of the mineral matrix (depends on the minerology of the rock components), 𝐾/0 is the 324 
pore-filling fluid’s bulk modulus, and 𝜙 is porosity.  In this formula, the value of 𝐾∗ does not 325 
depend on the fluid properties. To use this equation, the rock is drained of the initial fluid to 326 
determine the bulk and shear moduli of the porous frame (𝐾∗). The porous frame properties are 327 
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then used to calculate the new effective bulk modulus of the media saturated with the new fluid 328 
(𝐾"#$). Gassmann equation assumes a connected pore space with equilibrated pressure along the 329 
pore network.  330 
When the fluid saturation in a porous media varies, for example as CO2 replaces oil or water in 331 
the reservoir, the fluids can distribute within the formation in various configurations and this can 332 
lead to different bulk moduli (Ksat) for the fluids.  For example, in the case of a uniform or 333 
homogeneous distribution of fluids, the new value of 𝐾/0 is computed using the Reuss average 334 
(Smith et al., 2003): 335 
𝐾/0 = 5	7 𝑆9𝐾9	:;< (2) 
 336 
where 𝑆9  represents the saturation of each individual fluid while 𝐾9  is the bulk modulus of that 337 
fluid phase. Eq. 2 is the effective modulus for a stack of layers perpendicular to the direction of 338 
propagation of the seismic wave.  The Reuss average is also a lower bound on the effective fluid 339 
bulk moduli because the weakest layer determines the modulus.  Note that the assumption of a 340 
homogeneous fluid distribution or of fluids arranged in layers perpendicular to the direction of 341 
propagation is not always a good approximation.  While we cannot consider all of the possible 342 
fluid arrangements, we can consider the other extreme distribution that gives an upper bound 343 
on the effective fluid bulk modulus.  This modulus, known as the Voigt bound, is given by  344 
𝐾/0 =7𝑆9 𝐾9  (3) 
 345 
and corresponds to the case in which the fluid is arranged in layers oriented parallel to the 346 
direction of propagation (Mavko et al., 2009).  In that case the strongest layers determine the 347 
effective modulus.  Given that one typically does not know the distribution of fluid in a 348 
heterogeneous reservoir with an extensive history of production and injection, we cannot be 349 
certain about the averaging that we should use.  However, in making estimates of seismic velocity 350 
changes due to fluid saturation one could compare both the Reuss and Voigt approaches in order 351 
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to gauge the possible variation. The Hill estimate, which is simply the average of the Reuss and 352 
Voight bounds, represents a reasonable approximation to the fluid bulk modulus in the face of 353 
uncertainty regarding the nature of the saturation distribution within a given reservoir (Mavko 354 
et al. 2009). 355 
Changing 𝐾/0 would ultimately affect the bulk modulus of the saturated porous media (𝐾"#$). 356 
When 𝐾"#$ changes, the seismic velocities in the reservoir would change and such changes can 357 
be detected in the time-lapse surveys and are interpreted as variation in fluid content of the 358 
reservoir. Eq. 4 shows how p-wave velocities are related to the saturated bulk modules of the 359 
porous media: 360 
𝑉> = ?𝐾@AB + 43𝐺𝜌G  (4) 
In this equation, 𝑉> is the p-wave velocity of the saturated media, 𝐺 is the shear modulus of the 361 
saturated media and 𝜌H is the bulk density (fluid and rock). Note that the shear modulus (𝐺) does 362 
not depend on the fluid content and will not vary with reservoir fluid alteration. Gassmann’s fluid 363 
substitution will affect the value of 𝑉> by changing 𝐾"#$ and 𝜌H.  In Figure 12 we plot the seismic 364 
velocity variations corresponding to Reuss and Voigt approaches to averaging the fluid moduli.  365 
In addition, we also plot the Hill estimate, which is just the arithmetic average of the two bounds. 366 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 12-a) Voigt, Reuss, and Hill based estimates of compressional velocity changes in a 
porous layer saturated with varying fractions of carbon dioxide and water. b) Effect of varying 
Voigt
Hill
Reuss
1% Oil
30% Oil
50% Oil
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oil saturation as a third contribution to the fluid mixture for the Reuss average.  The horizontal 
scale indicates the fraction of carbon dioxide trading off with water content. 
To understand the importance of the presence of residual gas and its effect on seismic velocity, 367 
and to mimic the situation at Cranfield, consider a simple model in which the reservoir has a 368 
porosity of 0.24 with the mineral frame primarily composed of quartz. Ditkof (2013) reported an 369 
average P- and S-wave velocities of 3328 and 2096 m/s for a 100% brine saturated rock in this 370 
deposition environment (S- and P-velocities are used to calculate the bulk modulus of the porous 371 
rock frame, 𝐾∗). According to Mavko et al. (2009), quartz has a bulk modulus of 36 GPa and 372 
density of 2.65 g/cc. Now, consider a case in which the reservoir is initially saturated with 40% 373 
water and 60% oil and CO2 is injected into the reservoir to replace oil. Error! Reference source 374 
not found. uses the Gassmann formula and Reuss average to calculate the p-wave velocities for 375 
different injected CO2 saturations. According to the graph, 30% increase in CO2 saturation (from 376 
0 to 30) will cause P-velocity to decrease from 3170 to 3010 m/s, which is 160 m/s reduction in 377 
the 𝑉>. Now consider a case in which the reservoir is originally saturated with 40% water, 50% oil, 378 
and 10% residual gas. To make the case easier to understand and to be able to still use Error! 379 
Reference source not found., we will assume the residual gas in the reservoir (usually methane 380 
or low-end light hydrocarbons) have properties comparable to that of CO2 so we can still use the 381 
P-wave velocities in Error! Reference source not found.. For this case, the initial P-wave velocity 382 
(before any CO2 is injected) should be read at the gas saturations of 10%, due to the presence of 383 
residual gas. According to the graph, the initial 𝑉> is around 3040 m/s. Now assume we inject CO2 384 
in the reservoir and add 30% to the gas saturation in the reservoir. The repeat seismic survey in 385 
the area of the CO2 injection will read a P-wave velocity of 3005 m/s (at CO2 saturation of 40%). 386 
This means, 30% increase in CO2 saturation will decrease the P-wave velocity by only 35 m/s. 387 
When we compare this value to the original reduction of 135 m/s for cases with no residual gas 388 
in the reservoir, one can conclude that the variation in elastic properties can be masked when 389 
residual gas is present in the reservoir. This is important because seismic surveys always contain 390 
random and signal-generated noise. If the level of expected changes in seismic responses is 391 
comparable to the noise level, such changes could be completely obscured. A similar masking 392 
effect is reported by Urosevic et al. (2011) when injecting CO2 into a depleted gas reservoir in the 393 
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Otway Basin, Australia. Their results showed that presence of residual gas impacts changes in 394 
elasticity of the reservoir rock after CO2 injection in which even carefully implemented time lapse 395 
seismic methodologies are not capable of capturing the changes.   396 
 
Figure 13-P-wave velocity in the saturated media decreases as CO2 (fluid with a lower bulk 
modules) saturation increases. Seismic wave velocity decline is steeper for lower saturations 
and slows down as CO2 saturation increases, according to the Gassmann formulation. 
 
Pressure changes in the reservoir, due to injection and production can also lead to changes in 397 
seismic velocity.  This may be due to changes in the bulk moduli of the rock matrix induced by 398 
variations in effective pressure, or by changes in the nature of the fluid. For example, if the fluid 399 
pressure is lowered below the bubble pressure gas may ex-solve from the solution.  Recently, the 400 
velocity-stress sensitivity at Cranfield has been characterized using crosswell seismic data 401 
(Marchesini et al. 2017).  This continuous active-source monitoring experiment during fluid 402 
withdrawal indicated that the fractional change in seismic velocity for a given change in fluid 403 
pressure is given by 404 𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑃 = 𝑑𝑡𝑇𝑑𝑃 = 1.09 × 10;Q/𝑀𝑃𝑎 405 
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In order to calculate the influence of pressure changes on the seismic travel time and velocity 406 
changes we considered the pressure variations calculated by the numerical reservoir simulation.  407 
The estimated pressure changes between the two seismic surveys in 2007 and 2010 are shown 408 
in Figure 14. 409 
Figure 14.  Pressure changes between the seismic surveys in 2007 and 2010, calculated using the 410 
compositional reservoir simulation. 411 
Given the pressure changes within the reservoir, we estimate that the change in two-way travel 412 
time through the reservoir will be less than 0.1 ms and that the change in velocity will be less 413 
than 1%.  As is evident in Figure 14, this change will be largest in an area adjacent to the bounding 414 
fault and much less outside of this region.  Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that the change 415 
is due to gas coming out of solution due to the pressure decrease during the pumping test.  Thus, 416 
given that the pressure increases within the reservoir during the injection of carbon dioxide, the 417 
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seismic changes due to such pressure variations might be much smaller.  Given that the time 418 
shifts estimated from the time-lapse data are of the order of 1 ms, the pressure changes are not 419 
thought to significantly impact our results. 420 
4. Comparison of different seismic interpretations from Cranfield 421 
In this section, we compare the results of three different interpretations from the same seismic 422 
data acquired from Cranfield (Figure ). This comparison helps us to understand how the actual 423 
physics of the problem can influence our interpretation of the same seismic data. In Figure a, five 424 
injection wells are marked with letters A to E. The color map shows average CO2 saturation at the 425 
time of the second seismic survey (2010) and the size of the black circles show the relative 426 
amount of CO2 injected into the ground. In Figure 15, the letters are selected in a way that they 427 
are geographically consistent in all four graphs. If the seismic interpretation works as predicted, 428 
time-lapse seismic signals should show a more pronounced change in those injection locations. 429 
Figure b represents the seismic interpretations from the current work. Figure c shows the 430 
amplitude change map by flattening the reservoir to 2300 ms to characterize a 4D response 431 
(Ditkof et al., 2011; Ditkof, 2013). A relatively high amount of noise was reported in the seismic 432 
data, which can influence the repeatability of analysis according to the authors. Carter (2014) 433 
used the 3D seismic data along with well logs to probabilistically invert the CO2 saturation and 434 
porosity distribution in Cranfield (Figure d). The well logs were used to calibrate the rock-physics 435 
model, which later was used to statistically derive the porosity distribution. A high resolution 436 
basis pursuit inversion was then used to invert seismic data for P-impedance and obtain the CO2 437 
saturation distribution (Carter, 2014). 438 
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a) CO2 saturation (simulation) b) time shift map (current work) 
  
c) amplitude change map (Ditkof et al., 
2011) 
d) CO2 saturation from seismic (Carter, 2014) 
Figure 15- Comparison of Cranfield seismic interpretations from three different studies with 
the actual field injection data and reservoir simulation results.   
Let us consider point A where field data and simulation results show a considerable amount of 439 
injected CO2 with high CO2 saturations around an injection well. The new seismic evaluation  from 440 
this paper (Figure b) shows a noticeable change in the time shift around point A, while the 441 
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interpretations by Ditkof et al. (2011) (Figure c) and Carter (2014) (Figure d) do not. This 442 
represents an example of an improvement in seismic interpretation that results in an improved 443 
match with the fluid flow model. CO2 injection in points B and D is captured in all three seismic 444 
interpretations. These matches increase confidence in the correctness of the fluid flow model 445 
and the seismic interpretation. Both Ditkof et al. (2011) and Carter (2014) report no alteration in 446 
elastic properties of the media. We believe that correlates to the specific physics of the current 447 
problem, in which presence of residual gas migrated to the top of a structural trap adjacent to 448 
the sealing fault, which can mask the seismic signals in that area. However, some smaller scale 449 
mismatches remain; for example at point D, we can see a mismatch between the new seismic 450 
interpretation and the fluid flow model. The reservoir is highly heterogeneous and it is not 451 
possible to characterize it on a small enough scale to adequately capture this variability.  The 452 
history matching of production data can capture the larger-scale variations in reservoir 453 
properties but will likely miss variability that is important for the detailed changes in seismic 454 
properties. In addition to the variability in static flow properties, there are variations in fluid 455 
saturations due to past production and injection.  This will lead to spatial variations in the 456 
distribution of methane, water, and oil within the reservoir, variations in the thickness and 457 
geometry of the zone saturated by CO2, in addition to variations in both mechanical and flow 458 
properties.  Therefore, we might only expect to obtain large-scale agreement between reservoir 459 
simulation predictions and observations of seismic time-lapse changes.  460 
5. Forward model 461 
In an effort to capture some of the large-scale variability that is possible in the seismic time-shifts, 462 
we used the simulation estimates of total saturation methane, water, oil, and carbon dioxide in 463 
2007 and 2010 and Gassmann’s approach to estimate seismic velocity changes within the 464 
reservoir. A background velocity model was constructed from three well logs that contained 465 
compressional velocity sonic logs to construct an average model. The velocity changes were 466 
superimposed on this background model for each location within the seismic velocity cube to 467 
construct a series of one-dimensional vertical profiles. Each linear profile was subject to a variable 468 
scale change in order to match the location and thickness of the reservoir boundaries. An 469 
approximate reflection response for a vertically propagating wave impinging on a stack of elastic 470 
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layers was computed using the method of Kennett (Kennett, 1983, 1974). We considered the 471 
three methods discussed above for averaging the saturations and fluid bulk moduli in order to 472 
compute the effective fluid bulk modulus, namely the Reuss, Voigt, and Hill averaging techniques. 473 
The resulting time shifts computed from the synthetic seismograms are shown in Figure . It was 474 
found that the most significant effects were due to the locations of interaction of injected CO2 475 
with the oil-water contact at the edge of the field.  Large changes were found in two main areas: 476 
where CO2 replaced brine in the water leg and in the area of high CO2 accumulation in the 477 
structural trap at the sealing fault. The relative size of the time shifts varies, depending on the 478 
technique used to average the fluid moduli (Figure ). For the Reuss model the largest changes are 479 
in the water leg to the northeast.  For the Voigt approach the most significant changes are near 480 
the bounding fault. If the Hill method is used then the two major anomalies, near the bounding 481 
fault and in the surrounding aquifer, are roughly equal in magnitude. Note that the Voigt model 482 
leads to time shifts that are about an order of magnitude lower than the observed values. As 483 
mentioned earlier, the Reuss model would appear to be more compatible with property 484 
distributions that are largely horizontal or sub-horizontal. 485 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 16-Time shifts calculated using the reservoir simulations and computed changes in 
methane, oil, water and carbon dioxide saturations.  Three different methods, the Reuss bound 
(a), the Voigt bound (b), and the Hill average of the two (c), were used to compute the effective 
fluid bulk modulus at each location in the reservoir. Please note that time shift color scale is 
variable in different plots. 
 486 
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In general, the calculated time shifts (Figure ) are in qualitative agreement with the observed 487 
values (Figure 10 and Figure ) with large changes in the water leg of the reservoir and smaller but 488 
observable changes in the trap near the bounding fault. The detailed distribution of the 489 
anomalies will depend upon smaller scale variations in reservoir properties and will be influenced 490 
by heterogeneous static properties as well as variations in background fluid saturations due to 491 
earlier production and injection. It may be possible to use the good quality seismic data to infer 492 
these properties but that would be difficult with just a single pair of low resolution seismic 493 
surveys. In absence of economic limitations, a more robust approach would be to use a number 494 
of seismic surveys to image the propagation of the changes and to infer the onset of changes in 495 
the seismic properties due to the propagation of the carbon dioxide. Such onset times are more 496 
sensitive to flow properties and less sensitive to the rock physics models that govern the mapping 497 
from saturations to seismic moduli (Vasco et al., 2015, 2014). Multiple surveys were used at the 498 
Sleipner site (Arts et al., 2004) and they clearly documented the movement of the carbon dioxide 499 
in three dimensions. 500 
Conclusions 501 
In this paper, we compared the results of reservoir simulation and seismic interpretation to 502 
consider a strategy for determining CO2 movement during EOR operations. A compositional 503 
simulation approach is employed to address thermodynamics of CO2/hydrocarbon interactions 504 
and reliably model the miscibility phenomenon. Of a specific interest is gas 505 
exsolution/dissolution, which essentially leads to accurate modeling of gas appearance in the 506 
reservoir. The numerical model is history-matched using the available field production data. 507 
Seismic interpretations show large changes in the water leg of the reservoir and smaller but 508 
observable changes bordering the structural trap against the bounding fault. We obtain large-509 
scale agreement between reservoir simulation predictions and observations of seismic time-510 
lapse changes. In addition to the variability in static flow properties, there are variations in fluid 511 
saturations due to past production and injection. This will lead to spatial variations in the 512 
distribution of methane, water, and oil within the reservoir, in addition to variations in both 513 
mechanical and flow properties. For the specific case of Cranfield, one can conclude that the 514 
variation in elastic properties (before and after CO2 injection) can be masked when residual gas 515 
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is present in the reservoir. This is important because seismic surveys often come with uncertainty 516 
and noise and if the level of expected changes in seismic responses is comparable to the noise 517 
ratios, such changes could be completely ignored or misunderstood. 518 
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